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1Abstract: A new scheme for constructing a mixed spin density matrix has already been introduced to study spin squeezing  in some states of practical interest.  
Such a construction takes its inspiration from Schwinger's idea of realising a        state as being made of (j+m) “up spinors” and (j-m) “down spinors”, all 
defined with respect to a single axis in space.  The new scheme is employed here to study some of the well known entanglement measures which characterise 
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The above 3 x 3  matrix form (7) for  ρis realised by a transformation from the two qubit basis to the total angular s  
































































































































































Now we proceed to explore how this basic structure C<0 of separability reflects itself in the case of both pure 
and mixed state using generalised  Schwinger formalism.
Pure State Entanglement : 
Consider a two qubit symmetric pure state (j=1) of the form | ψ〉〈 |. Expanding | ψ〉 using equation (3) and 
comparing with ρs  given by (7), the diagonal elements of the correlation matrix are found to be
Mixed state Entanglement :
1We note that, in generalised Schwinger formalism, a mixed state spin-1 density matrix  ρ   can  be written as  s
?   = p  |? ? | +p  |? ? | +p  |? ? |                                                                         (9)s 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3
with the condition p +p +p =1  and   〈ø | ø 〉 = ; i,j = 1,2,3.1 2 3 i j ij 
Here,
The correlation matrix can easily be obtained using equations (7) and (9)  
We compute here the diagonal elements of C for the following specific case.  
è  = è = è                                   =0,      =ð1 2
è =  è = ð-è                                φ= ð/2,       φ=3ð/23 4 3 4
è =0,     è = ð                             φ= φ5 6 5 6






























































it is observed C<0, for some typical values.
C =t  - s s .ij ij 1i 2j
In the symmetric subspace characterised by the maximal value of total angular momentum j  = 1 (with the ordering of max
the basis states given by m=1,0,-1). Here, a=√2(s +is ) and b =√2(t +it ). x y xz yz
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Correlation matrix approach:
where I denotes a 2x2 unit matrix, ó  = ó ⊗I and ó  = I⊗ó , and ó 's are the standard Pauli spin matrices.  S  = Tr(ñ ó ), 1i i 2i i i ái ái
thá= 1,2, denote average spin components of the á  qubit and t = Tr(ñ ó  ó ) are the elements of the real 3x3 matrix T  ij 1i 2j
The elements of 3x3 correlation matrix is defined to be 
6
An arbitrary symmetric two qubit state characterised by density matrix (4), with the state parameters obeying the 
permutation symmetry requirements (5) gets transformed into a 3x3 block form 
Introduction
A two qubit state which is completely symmetric under interchange is confined to the three dimensional subspace 
2 2H  = sym(C ⊗C ) ('sym' denotes symmetrisation), spanned by the eigen states {| j  = 1,m ; m=±1,0} of the total s max
2 2angular momentum of the qubits. Here, (C ⊗C ) is the Hilbert-Schmidt space.  It is well known that any        state can 
2be realised using Schwinger formalism  as,
(1)
where,    ,     are the creation operators for the spin 'up' (0-qubit) and spin 'down' (1-qubit) states respectively. Here 
spin 'up' and spin 'down' states as well as         are all referred to the same axis of quantisation.
Generalised Schwinger formalism:
Generalisation of this realisation using 2j spin half states which are specified with respect to 2j different 
3directions has already been studied . Coupling of two such spinors leads to 
(2)
where j=0,1 and m ,m  = ½,-½ 1 2
Considering the simplest case of j=1,  this construction can be carried out using two spinors specified with respect to 
two directions (θφ), (θφ) .1 1 2 2
(3)
2 2 An arbitrary two qubit density operator belonging to Hilbert-Schmidt space H  = sym(C ⊗C )  is given bys
(4)
4It is well established  that negativity of correlation matrix C serves as the condition for inseparability of symmetric two 
qubit state. Further, equivalence between the Peres-Horodecki criterion and C<0 has been noted.  It is interesting to 
observe that spin squeezing inequality is also found to be equivalent to C<0.  The connection between the concept of spin 
5squeezing and the theory of entanglement witness has been proposed , thereby establishing the relation between the 
correlation matrix and the theory of entanglement witnesses.
4corresponding to two-qubit correlations.  In the symmetric states considerable simplicity ensures  that
Where, 
For a range of values, C<0 is noted.  Thereby, the inseparability of two cubit state is established
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